Weddings by

Quality and Service without compromise

The staff of Studio Cru are very aware of the
importance of a high quality photographic record of
your big day, and the requirement for a professional
and personal approach to every aspect of your
experience with us. Our aim is to provide a service
that is second to none, producing only the highest
quality images tailored to your individual needs.
We are very proud that a large percentage of our
bookings come from the recommendations of satisfied
clients, and look forward to providing you with high
quality service should you decide to entrust the
photography on your special day to us.
The descriptions of our packages and services can at
best only provide a taste of the work we undertake.
For a more complete and personal insight into our
work and services, you are invited to contact us to
arrange an appointment in our modern, air
conditioned studio when we can discuss your
requirements in more depth. We will also visit you in
your home, should this be more convenient for you.

Packages
Register Office Package
Our photographer will attend at your chosen Register Office
(within a radius of 15 miles of our studio), will take photographs
of the ceremony (as allowed by the Supervising Registrar) and
afterwards of your guests and groups.
A 10 page / 20 side standard album is included in the package.

Packages
Bronze Package
This package has been designed with the small to medium
wedding in mind, both church and civil ceremonies. Our
photographer will attend the ceremony, taking photographs of
all the important events of the day. He/she will then attend the
wedding breakfast venue to set up the cutting of the cake.
A standard 12 page/24 side standard album is included in
this package.

Packages
Silver Package
This is the ideal package for medium to large weddings
of between 50 to 80 guests. We provide one dedicated
photographer at the ceremony and wedding breakfast,
staying at the reception to take photos of the
speeches. We endeavour to cover all the special
moments of the day with an assortment of
traditional posed shots together with the
contemporary ‘natural shots’. Requests for
particular shots are welcomed, and this will be
discussed with the Bride and Groom on booking
our services and on the day of the wedding.
A Standard Plus 15 page/30 side album is
included in this package.

Register Office
Package
Our photographer will attend at your chosen
Register Office (within a radius of 15 miles of
our studio), will take photographs of the
ceremony (as allowed by the Supervising
Registrar) and afterwards of your guests and
groups.
A 10 page / 20 side standard album is included
in the package.

Bronze Package
This package has been designed with the small
to medium wedding in mind, both church and
civil ceremonies. Our photographer will
attend the ceremony, taking photographs of
all the important events of the day. He/she
will then attend the wedding breakfast venue
to set up the cutting of the cake.
A standard 12 page/24 side standard album is
included in
this package.

Packages
Gold Package
An excellent package for the larger wedding. You will have a
dedicated photographer throughout the day, starting with
pre-wedding shots, to capture the excitement of The Bride and
her attendants as they prepare for the ceremony. The
photographer will then attend the ceremony where shots of all
the special moments will be taken, together with formal and
contemporary informal shots of the wedding party and
location; we then go on to the wedding breakfast and
reception taking formal and informal shots throughout the day,
covering up to one hour of the evening celebration, to include
the first dance. Requests for particular shots are welcomed,
and this will be discussed with the Bride and Groom on
booking our services and on the day of the wedding.
A Premium 18 page/36 side album is included.

Packages
Platinum Package
The package for the discerning couple who want to capture
every moment of their special day in timeless images.
Two dedicated photographers are provided throughout the day,
from the pre-wedding preparation of Bride and Groom, on to
the evening reception. We take a large number of photographs
during the day, both formal and informal, covering up to one
hour of the evening celebration, to include the first dance,
and aim to take at least one shot of everyone who attends
your wedding.
We cover every memorable moment of the day and provide the
Bride and Groom with a comprehensive and exquisite record of
their wedding day…we often photograph events the Bride and
Groom have missed! Requests for particular shots are welcomed,
and this will be discussed with the Bride and Groom on booking
our services and on the day of the wedding.
The package comes complete with a time lined DVD of all the
photos taken throughout the day, sequenced to music chosen by the
Bride and Groom. A framed memory board, for the guests to sign is
included.
A Deluxe leather album with 21 pages/ 42 sides, available in a range
of colours and sizes (up to A3), forms an integral part of this package.

Diamond Package
The package for the modern couple who want to
display every moment of their special day in a
contemporary style, with timeless images in an
exquisite hard-backed, bound Story Book.
Two dedicated photographers are provided
throughout the day, from the pre-wedding
preparation of Bride and Groom, on to the
evening reception. We take a large number of
photographs during the day, both formal and
informal and aim to take at least one shot of
everyone who attends your wedding. We cover
every memorable moment of the day and
provide the Bride and Groom with a
comprehensive and exquisite record of their
wedding day…we often photograph events the
Bride and Groom have missed! Requests for
particular shots are welcomed, and this will be
discussed with the Bride and Groom on booking
our services and on the day of the wedding.
The package comes complete with a time lined
DVD of all the photos taken throughout the day,
sequenced to music chosen by the Bride and
Groom. A framed memory board, for the
guests to sign is included.

Parents have not been forgotten in this package;
2 hand made leather, 10 page/20 side albums
are also included.
The main album is the Pièce de Resistance: a
hand made, hard bound, contemporary Story
Book, individually designed and styled in
consultation with the Bride and Groom to
ensure a totally individual and unique record of
the day. The story book is up to the minute
design, expertly produced to exacting standards
providing a hard wearing and stunning addition
to the book shelf or coffee table.

The Ultimate In Story Book Design
Using our in-house design team we ensure that, every album really is
unique. Your album will be designed for you by our highly experienced
and qualified album designers from start to finish, with your personal
input along the way of course.
You will receive an e-mailed file or printed contact sheet for your
approval, and to make any adjustments.
Both the larger sizes come with a FREE case, no extra charges for extra
images, and no charge for more than one proof.
The Contursi covers are the most popular for this format, the full range of
Standard and Carnivali colours are available to you, or for that real
finishing touch, what about a canvas cover using one of the pictures of
the bride and groom?
Our design team work with you to create a superb record of your day, your
hard backed storybook will not be sent to print until you are entirely
satisfied with the style and design. It will then be sent to Italy for printing
and hand finishing.

Sizes
16 x 12
11 x 14 (standard)

8 x 12
6x8

4x6
3x4

Albums
Every album is hand made and book-bound, to your
specification. With a range of sizes, covers, colours, leaf
styles and overlays you can be sure your album will be
perfect. They all open flat, and will stand the test of
time.

How it works
• Choose the album and cover style and the colour
• Choose the page style, colour and trim
• Choose the number of pages
• Choose the shape and style of overlay where required
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Other wedding services from Studio Cru include
Pre–Ceremony Portrait – With the exception of
our Registry Office package, all the packages include
a complementary Pre-Ceremony Portrait of the
couple, taken in our state of the art, air conditioned
studio, usually 4-6 weeks before the wedding. This
provides the ideal opportunity to meet, work with
and get to know your photographer in congenial
surroundings prior to the big day. Having broken
the ice with your photographer you can be sure of a
smooth and pleasant photographic experience with
a friendly face!
Albums – All our albums are hand made, book
bound in leather and are available in a range of
colours, sizes and styles. All package albums can
be up-graded if required and will be quoted on
request.
We are also able to supply a wide range of
alternative cover materials such as canvas with an
image, stainless steel, brushed aluminium, acrylic
and wood. Albums can be further personalised
with etched photo plates, names or initials.
DVD – of all the shots taken throughout your day,
with the option of sequenced music of your choice.

Memory Board – an A3 framed portrait on art
paper (generally produced from a photograph
taken during your Pre-Ceremony shoot) set in the
centre of the board. At the reception your guests
are invited to sign the board with any messages
they wish to add – a modern twist on the
traditional guest book. The Memory Board is then
glazed to ensure that the messages are not
damaged in later years.
Additional Photographer – providing
additional photographs, throughout the day
capturing those special impromptu moments and
memories.
Coffee Table hard backed bound books –
a contemporary approach to the traditional photo
album.
Designer range – The Bride and Groom are
involved in designing the layout of the albums or
the coffee table books.
To avoid disappointment it is advisable to book
early to ensure that we are available for the date
of your wedding. The calendar fills up very quickly
in the Autumn, and we are often asked for dates 2
years in advance!

1891 Pershore Road, Kings Norton B30 3DJ

TEL: 0121 486 1995

